ACRONYM 11 - Round 8
1. Kyle Schwarber tore his ACL in 2016 on a play of this type by Jean Segura. Alcides
Escobar performed this action in his team's first at bat of the 2015 World Series. A unique
one of these actions by Roberto Clemente occurred with the bases loaded and in walk-off
fashion. This type of play is scored differently if a (*) defensive error occurs. In 2017, one of
these plays by Byron Buxton took just 13.85 seconds after he hit a ball over A.J. Pollock's head.
For 10 points, name this type of four-base hit in which the ball remains in play.
ANSWER: inside-the-park home runs (or in the park home runs or similar; prompt on "home
run") <Nelson>
2. As a child, this character used the mnemonic 'CALM' to control her anger, in which the
'C' stands for "cheese." A love interest of this character creates a graphic novel depicting
their hypothetical life together. This woman becomes ordained to officiate the wedding of
her parents, one of whom works with this woman on the (*) telenovela The Passion of
Santos. During a routine checkup, this Venezuelan girl's doctor makes a profound mistake that
results in her seemingly impossible pregnancy. Gina Rodriguez plays, for 10 points, what TV
"virgin"?
ANSWER: Jane (Gloriana) Villanueva (accept Jane the Virgin; prompt on "Villanueva")
<Nelson>
3. The 1983 film Blue Thunder is titled for one of these objects. During the making of a film
version of The Twilight Zone, a falling one of these things killed Vic Morrow and two child
actors. A 2001 Ridley Scott film concerns the destruction of one of these objects during the
(*) Battle of Mogadishu. The actions of several of these vehicles are set to Richard Wagner's
"Ride of the Valkyries" in an iconic scene from Apocalypse Now. Jurassic Park is reached by
riding in, for 10 points, what vehicle that crashes in the film Black Hawk Down?
ANSWER: helicopters <Nelson>
4. The members of this band claim that its name is a deliberate anagram of a phrase they
choose not to specify. Music videos by this band include one in which its singer boxes
against Dolph Lundgren and another featuring Lou Diamond Phillips as the head of a (*)
puppet fighting ring. In a 2017 song by this band, vocalist Dan Reynolds describes a "young gun
with a quick fuse" and implores the listener to "feel" the title phenomenon, which he pairs with
lightning. For 10 points, name this band behind "Thunder" and "Radioactive."
ANSWER: Imagine Dragons <Golden>
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5. A 2014 match fixing scandal led to the team iBuyPower being banned from this game.
Flying Scoutsman and Stab Stab Zap are among the options in this game's "War Games"
mode. In October 2017, this game debuted an overhaul of the map (*) Dust II. A
modification for this game called Dragon Lore costs over 4,000 real-world dollars thanks to this
game's insane skin gambling economy. A bomb or a group of hostages are central to games of,
for 10 points, what team-based shooter published by Valve that pits terrorists against their
counterparts?
ANSWER: CounterStrike: Global Offensive (or CS:GO ["C S Go" or siss-goh]; prompt on
"CounterStrike") <Nelson>
6. In a 1960s cartoon series, two non-humans named Newton and Tewt frequently aided
this character. In a short-lived Canadian-produced series, a "Young" version of this person
was improbably played by Ryan Gosling. The most popular TV series about this character
starred Kevin (*) Sorbo and was subtitled "The Legendary Journeys." French Stewart voiced
Icarus in a TV series based on a Disney film about this character. Xena: Warrior Princess was a
spin-off of a fantasy TV series about, for 10 points, what muscle-bound Greek hero?
ANSWER: Hercules (or Heracles; accept The Mighty Hercules or Young Hercules or
Hercules: the Legendary Journeys ) <Vopava>
7. In the mid-1990s, this basketball player formed a namesake team of "All Stars" that
toured Australia. After retiring, this player lent his name to a line of movie theaters. This
player was the only rookie to be named NBA Finals MVP, doing so a year after he won the
equivalent award in the 1979 Final Four with (*) Michigan State. The fast-paced play of this
longtime rival of Larry Bird led to his teams earning the nickname "showtime." Earvin is the real
first name of, for 10 points, what L.A. Lakers great who first retired due to an HIV diagnosis?
ANSWER: Magic Johnson (or Earvin Johnson Jr.; prompt on "Magic") <Nelson>
8. Recurring characters in this film series include the British-accented Mason, whose
companion Phil speaks in sign language. The antagonistic Chantel Dubois is shot with a
tranquilizer dart in the third film in this series. The feet-loving (*) Mort appears in this
series, whose antagonists include the predatory fossa [FOOH-sah]. In the end credits to the first
film in this series, its characters dance to "I Like to Move It," including Marty and Alex, who are
a zebra and lion, respectively. For 10 points, name this film series whose King Julien is a lemur.
ANSWER: Madagascar (accept Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa or Madagascar 3: Europe's
Most Wanted) <Golden>
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9. The singer of this song joked, "It's 2017, there's only seven notes in music" after The
Script considered a lawsuit over this song's similarities to "The Man Who Can't Be
Moved." This lead single from the album Back from the Edge discusses loving you "till my
lungs give out" and living "with you / Even when (*) we're ghosts." This song begins by
describing a time "I held your hair back when you were throwing up." The singer wants to "stay
with you' 'til we're gray and old" in, for 10 points, what acoustic pop song by James Arthur?
ANSWER: Say You Won't Let Go <Vopava>
10. As part of a 1980s anti-tobacco campaign, this character's pipe was ceremonially given
to the U.S. Surgeon General. George Lerner created this character, which originally used
pieces of felt. This character serves as a host for the board games within the (*) Hasbro
Family Game Night video game series. In a film series, this character is sometimes presented as
the villainous One-Eyed Bart and was voiced by the late Don Rickles. The Transformers-based
"Optimash Prime" is one of many variants on, for 10 points, what customizable toy vegetable?
ANSWER: Mr. Potato Head <Nelson>
11. One episode of this series depicts a society in which people are executed for reaching too
many downvotes. A character in this series wakes to find one of his legs missing after an
ill-advised attempt to teach practical jokes to Isaac, a humanoid (*) robot. The central figure
of this series, Ed Mercer, is first seen discovering his wife's affair, and is later unwittingly paired
with that ex-wife, played by Adrianne Palicki, as his first officer. For 10 points, name this series
heavily inspired by Star Trek, starring and created by Seth MacFarlane.
ANSWER: The Orville <Nelson>
12. The Championship-level Derby County FC uses this animal as its mascot. In 2010,
Shaka Smart led a team with this nickname to the Final Four. Rhode Island and Colorado
State's athletic teams have this nickname, as does the aforementioned VCU. An NFL team
with this name is owned by Stan (*) Kroenke, who failed to secure a replacement for the
Edward Jones Dome. That team with this name employs running back Todd Gurley. Jared Goff
leads the NFL team with, for 10 points, what nickname, which it kept after moving to L.A. from
St. Louis?
ANSWER: Rams (accept answers that affix Rams to a mentioned school or city) <Nelson>
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13. A jazz standard that claims "we lived a little drama" is titled for how "Stars Fell on"
this U.S. state. This state is the first of two states named in "Home" by Edward Sharpe and
the Magnetic Zeros. Along with "Werewolves of London," a classic rock song about this
state is sampled and mentioned in Kid Rock's (*) "All Summer Long"; that song pokes fun at
Neil Young and glorifies this state's segregationist governor George Wallace. Brittany Howard
fronts the "Shakes" of, for 10 points, what U.S. state that Lynyrd Skynyrd called "Sweet Home"?
ANSWER: Alabama (accept Sweet Home Alabama or Alabama Shakes) <Vopava>
14. This actor played the father of an autistic boy who steals rocks supernaturally tied to
demons in the 2016 film The Darkness. This actor plays the title character of a 2017
Amazon series in which a failing artist is infatuated with him. In a 1984 film, this actor
played Ren MacCormack, a new resident of a small town where he (*) runs afoul of a local
minister. The Fox show The Following and the original version of Footloose starred, for 10
points, what actor whose ubiquity led to a game named for determining "Six Degrees" of him?
ANSWER: Kevin (Norwood) Bacon <Nelson>
15. Within one year, this actor appeared as Doc Holliday on three different ABC westerns.
Lisa, Bart, and Homer meet this actor in a guest appearance on The Simpsons, where he
asks why his most famous character "doesn't dance anymore" and boasts, "I didn't need
molded plastic to (*) improve my physique." Another animated version of this actor married
Carol Pewterschmidt and incompetently governed the city of Quahog [KOH-hog]. The Mayor on
Family Guy was, for 10 points, what actor who starred in the campy 1960s Batman TV series?
ANSWER: Adam West (or William West Anderson) <Vopava>
16. Jock-minded NPCs in this game series sometimes refer to the brain as "the Brian" and,
if suspected of crying, may say, "I'm just sweating through my eyes." Recurring characters
in this game series include the hippie-minded musician K. K. (*) Slider and a mole who
delays the player's progress by berating them for minutes on end if they turn off the game
without saving. Mr. Resetti and the predatory lender Tom Nook appear in, for 10 points, what
cute Nintendo life sim series with titles like City Folk, New Leaf, and 2017's Pocket Camp?
ANSWER: Animal Crossing <Vopava>
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17. In his rookie season, this football player was a reluctant backup to Chris Miller and
was highly disliked by his coach Doug Glanville. This player earned the AP's NFL MVP
award in 1995, the first of a record-tying three consecutive wins. The cover of Madden NFL
(*) 10 had to be changed after this alum of Southern Mississippi came out of retirement to play a
single year with the Jets. This man's 336 career interceptions are an NFL record, as are his 297
consecutive starts. For 10 points, name this longtime quarterback for the Green Bay Packers.
ANSWER: Brett (Lorenzo) Favre [fahrv] <Nelson>
18. In one song, a member of this group claims "The sheriff's after me for what I did to his
daughter" and rides a horse named Paul Revere. The members of this group organized the
Tibetan Freedom Concert. The song "Hey Ladies" appears on this group's sample-heavy
album (*) Paul's Boutique. This group parodied TV cop shows in the video for a song that
claims "I can't stand it, I know you planned it" and insists "listen, all y'all, it's" the title action.
The late MCA was a member of, for 10 points, what trio behind "Intergalactic" and "Sabotage"?
ANSWER: Beastie Boys <Golden>
19. One of these animals possesses the hat a bear is searching for in Jon Klassen's book I
Want My Hat Back. Kate DiCamillo wrote about the "Miraculous Journey" of one of these
creatures named Edward Tulane. A fairy turns a stuffed one of these animals to life in a
Margery Williams book. Deborah and James Howe created a (*) vampiric one of these
animals who sucks juice out of vegetables. The Dutch kids' book character Miffy is one of these.
Beatrix Potter wrote about Mr. McGregor's garden being tormented by, for 10 points, what type
of animal named Peter?
ANSWER: rabbits (or bunnies; accept Velveteen Rabbit or Bunnicula or Peter Rabbit)
<Golden>
20. A black and white version of this film was briefly released in May 2017 as its "Noir
version." This film's protagonists are ambushed in the home of a black farming family,
whose patriarch dies after hitting a clone of the protagonist with his truck. A 90-year-old
character in this film has (*) seizures that cripple those around him. Dafne Keen made her
acting debut in this film as Laura, a former test subject who escapes to Canada with the help of
the title mutant. For 10 points, name this 2017 film starring Hugh Jackman as an aged
Wolverine.
ANSWER: Logan <Nelson>
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1. This song opens with the line "2 plus 2 is 4, minus 1 that's 3 quick maths". For 10 points each:
[10] Name this rap song released by the comedian Michael Dapaah under the name Big Shaq. Its
original version includes many gibberish lines like "the ting goes skraa".
ANSWER: Mans Not Hot
[10] Dapaah is from this country, whose "grime" form of hip hop was popularized by artists such
as Dizzee Rascal and Wiley.
ANSWER: United Kingdom (or U.K.; or Great Britain; or England)
[10] "Mans Not Hot" originated as this type of rap, whose lyrics are improvised in real time. Rap
battles are essentially a form of this practice.
ANSWER: freestyle (or freestyling) <Golden>
2. A can of this drink contains only 70 calories and has 170% of a daily dose of vitamin C, but it
also contains a horrifying 900 milligrams of sodium. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this juice drink. In a series of TV ads, stupid people are bonked on the head and told
"You could've had" one of these beverages.
ANSWER: V8
[10] V8 is made by this American food company known for its red-and-white labels and
indelible connection to Andy Warhol.
ANSWER: Campbell Soup Company (or Campbell's Soup)
[10] V8 is mostly made from the juice of tomatoes, carrots, and celery, but contains a total of
eight vegetables. Name any of the other five vegetables it contains.
ANSWER: beets, parsley, lettuce, watercress, spinach (accept any answer) <Vopava>
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about athletes named Chris Davis:
[10] There are currently two Chris Davises in Major League Baseball; the older of the two led
the majors in home runs in 2013 and 2015 as a member of this team that also features Manny
Machado and plays in Camden Yards.
ANSWER: Baltimore Orioles (accept either)
[10] The other major leaguer, who spells his name with a "K" and not a "C," began his career
with this NL Central team, for whom he played left field during Ryan Braun's suspension for
drug use.
ANSWER: Milwaukee Brewers (accept either)
[10] A football player named Chris Davis had a brief NFL career but is best known for returning
the "Kick Six" to win the 2013 Iron Bowl while playing for this fierce rival of Alabama.
ANSWER: Auburn University <Nelson>
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4. In his final appearance, this character arranges for a cannon to be fired upon learning that his
son has been born, which naturally goes horribly wrong. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this psychiatrist and radio show host, who appeared in 20 seasons worth of TV
comedies, beginning on the show Cheers.
ANSWER: Frasier (Winslow) Crane (prompt on "Crane")
[10] This actor, who played Frasier Crane on Cheers and Frasier also sang the latter series's
theme song.
ANSWER: (Allen) Kelsey Grammer
[10] In the finale of Frasier, Frasier Crane bids farewell to his radio show by quoting "Ulysses,"
a poem by this British writer.
ANSWER: Alfred, Lord Tennyson <Nelson>
5. For 10 points each, name these bands whose names originate in European history:
[10] This Scottish group behind the hits "Take Me Out" and "Do You Want To" shares its name
with an Austrian royal, though the band is actually named for a race horse named for the same
person.
ANSWER: Franz Ferdinand
[10] An 1825 revolt inspired the name of this indie rock band fronted by Colin Meloy. In 2018,
they released the single "Severed" from a new album titled I'll Be Your Girl.
ANSWER: The Decemberists
[10] Ian Anderson performed both flute and vocals for this band named for an agriculturalist,
whose seed drill spawned a revolution in England and paved the way for modern agriculture.
ANSWER: Jethro Tull <Nelson>
6. For 10 points each, answer the following about the man all the kids are talking about these
days - Soviet filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky:
[10] One film by Tarkovsky about a dying man named Alexei is titled for one of these objects. In
an unrelated film, an evil queen asks one of these things "Who's the fairest one of all?"
ANSWER: mirrors
[10] Tarkovsky's Andrei Rublev is about a real-life person with this profession. The 2017 film
Loving Vincent also concerns a man in this profession.
ANSWER: artists (or painters)
[10] Another of Tarkovsky's films was adapted from Stanisław Lem's novel Solaris. That book
was adapted again in 2002 by this director, who also made the films Traffic and 2017's Logan
Lucky.
ANSWER: Steven (Andrew) Soderbergh <Golden>
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7. A serial killer in this TV series uses a mascot costume as a disguise. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this recently-cancelled Fox series, which is named for a common term for actresses
who appear in a lot of horror films. It is centered on a fictional sorority in Louisiana.
ANSWER: Scream Queens
[10] This actress, who played Laurie Strode in the Halloween films, had a prominent role in
Scream Queens. Her role in Halloween and other horror movies made her an early example of a
scream queen.
ANSWER: Jamie Lee Curtis
[10] Among the other co-stars of Scream Queens is this actor and model best known for playing
Jacob Black.
ANSWER: Taylor Lautner <Nelson>
8. For 10 points each, answer the following about Jennifer Hale, one of video gaming's most
prolific voice actors:
[10] Hale voiced the female Commander Shepard, who battles a primeval intergalactic race
called the Reapers in the first three games of this sci-fi series.
ANSWER: Mass Effect
[10] Hale serves as the announcer for the multiplayer mode of this 2011 action-adventure game.
Subtitled "Drake's Deception," this game's story mode follows Nathan Drake's quest to find Iram
of the Pillars.
ANSWER: Uncharted 3: Drake's Deception
[10] Players infiltrate the rogue special ops group FOXHOUND in this acclaimed 1998 game,
which marked Hale's first time voicing Dr. Naomi.
ANSWER: Metal Gear Solid (do not accept or prompt on "Metal Gear") <Vopava>
9. As Minister Mason, this actress declares "I am a hat, you are a shoe!" while addressing the
"freeloader" class aboard the title train in 2013's Snowpiercer. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this English actress who played Jadis the White Witch in Chronicles of Narnia and
won an Oscar for the film Michael Clayton.
ANSWER: Tilda Swinton (or Katherine Matilda Swinton)
[10] In 2014 Swinton played the elderly aristocrat Madame D., whose death and disputed will
are central to this Wes Anderson comedy about the concierge [con-see-AIRJ] Monsieur Gustave.
ANSWER: The Grand Budapest Hotel
[10] Marvel was accused of whitewashing for this 2016 film in which Swinton played the
Ancient One, a Tibetan character who mentors a superhero played by Benedict Cumberbatch.
ANSWER: Doctor Strange <Vopava>
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10. For 10 points each, answer the following about the Stagg Bowl, which is the championship
for Division III college football:
[10] The winningest school in Stagg Bowl history is Mount Union College, which is located in
this state. Youngstown State and Bowling Green are also in this state.
ANSWER: Ohio
[10] The game is named for Amos Alonzo Stagg, a pioneering coach whose innovations include
the pre-play huddle, tackling dummies, and this type of pass thrown away from the opposing
goal line.
ANSWER: lateral pass (accept backward pass)
[10] Before 1973, the Stagg Bowl only crowned Division III's western regional champion; the
eastern championship was named for this legendary Notre Dame coach who popularized the
forward pass.
ANSWER: Knute Rockne [noot ROCK-nee] <Nelson>
11. This man released a duet with Ed Sheeran, which adapted the song "Perfect" into "Perfect
Christmastime." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blind opera singer whose biggest hit is a duet with Sarah Brightman titled "Con te
partirò," or "Time to Say Goodbye."
ANSWER: Andrea Bocelli
[10] Bocelli recorded "The Prayer" with this Canadian singer of "Because You Loved Me" and
"That's the Way It Is." She famously sang the "love theme" to the film Titanic.
ANSWER: Celine Dion (or Céline Marie Claudette Dion)
[10] On his album Cinema, Bocelli covered the song "Music of the Night" from this Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical about a man who haunts a Parisian music venue.
ANSWER: The Phantom of the Opera <Golden>
12. The author best known by this name used the alias "Theodore LeSieg" for I Wish That I Had
Duck Feet. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this pen name of Theodore Geisel ["GUY"-zul], whose first published book was And
to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street.
ANSWER: Dr. Seuss
[10] To amass power, this Dr. Seuss character stands on the back on other creatures of his
species, only for the tower to topple. Dr. Seuss explicitly stated that this character represents
Adolf Hitler.
ANSWER: Yertle the Turtle
[10] Dr. Seuss's other socially conscious work included a story about these yellow birds who
occasionally sport stars on their bellies, leading to discrimination against the birds that do not.
ANSWER: sneetches <Vopava>
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13. The spokesperson for this product preposterously used it to turn an old pickup truck into a
submarine. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this product which, according to copious amount of TV commercials, "stops leaks
fast."
ANSWER: Flex Seal (or Flex Seal Colors; accept Flex Shot or Flex Tape)
[10] Another recent ad for Flex Seal shows off its viability by using it to reassemble one of these
objects that had been cut in half.
ANSWER: a boat
[10] Phil Swift, the boisterous pitchman for Flex Seal, has drawn numerous comparisons to this
loud, bearded pitchman who peddled OxiClean, Kaboom, and numerous other products until his
death in 2009.
ANSWER: Billy Mays (or William Darrell Mays Jr.) <Nelson>
14. This action was performed on James Harden after he was accused of stealing a "cooking
dance." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this action taken by a certain rapper, which was done to Kevin Durant in 2011 but
then revoked when he joined the Golden State Warriors.
ANSWER: being cursed by Lil B (accept descriptive equivalents, as well as the Based God
Curse or similar; prompt on partial answers)
[10] After this NBA player claimed "don't nobody listen to Nas [nahz] no more", Lil B warned
him that he was close to being cursed. This player's father LaVar is a pompous doorknob.
ANSWER: Lonzo (Anderson) Ball
[10] The aforementioned LaVar Ball launched this alliteratively-named fashion company in
2016. Its ZO2 shoes sell for a preposterous $495.
ANSWER: Big Baller Brand (prompt on "BBB") <Golden>
15. Siblings with this surname play Dungeons and Dragons with their father Clint in the podcast
The Adventure Zone. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this surname shared by the brothers Justin, Travis, and Griffin, who co-host the
humorous advice podcast My Brother, My Brother, and Me.
ANSWER: McElroy
[10] In 2016, the McElroys jokingly suggested a willingness to reboot Car Talk, a series made by
this non-profit organization that also produces the quiz show Wait Wait... Don't Tell Me!.
ANSWER: NPR (or National Public Radio)
[10] NPR also airs this radio show hosted by Ira Glass, whose episodes feature non-fiction
stories centered on a certain theme. Its frequent guests include Sarah Vowell and David Sedaris.
ANSWER: This American Life <Golden>
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16. Barbra Streisand declared "The time has come" before she announced this woman's 2009
Oscar win. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this director of The Hurt Locker. She is the first and only woman to win the Academy
Award for Best Director.
ANSWER: Kathryn (Ann) Bigelow
[10] Bigelow mostly makes crime and military thrillers, such as this 2012 war film that
controversially depicts the torture techniques used in the hunt for Osama bin Laden.
ANSWER: Zero Dark Thirty
[10] In Bigelow's 2017 movie Detroit, this actor plays a security guard during a 1967 race riot.
This man is best known for playing Finn in the current Star Wars trilogy.
ANSWER: John Boyega (or John Adedayo B. Adegboyega) <Vopava>
17. In an interesting development, literally every old TV show is being brought back now. For 10
points each:
[10] Eric McCormack and Debra Messing play the title characters of this NBC sitcom, which
was revived to high praise in 2017. It is one of the first successful shows to prominently feature
gay characters.
ANSWER: Will & Grace
[10] John Goodman's character died in the series finale of this show starring a namesake
comedienne, though for some reason he is back to being alive in its 2018 revival.
ANSWER: Roseanne
[10] WE tv is rebooting this reality show that exploitatively depicts women preparing for their
weddings and all the drama that ensues. This show received a spin-off titled Marriage Boot
Camp.
ANSWER: Bridezillas <Nelson>
18. Suppose you're in a Math Olympiad and have to consider the limit as x approaches zero of
the natural logarithm of one minus x minus the sin of x over one minus cosine squared x. For 10
points each:
[10] What is the limit of the function? Cady [KAY-dee] Heron solves this problem to win a state
championship for her school at the end of a 2004 comedy.
ANSWER: the limit does not exist (accept answers saying there is no limit)
[10] Lindsay Lohan played Cady Heron, who befriends the Plastics clique and their leader,
Regina George, in this film.
ANSWER: Mean Girls
[10] In Mean Girls, Plastics member Gretchen Weiners proudly states her father invented this
breakfast food item, which is marketed by Pillsbury.
ANSWER: Toaster Strudels <Golden>
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19. This man's three-run homer in the 2017 National League Wild Card Game helped lead his
team to the NLDS. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this first baseman, nicknamed "Goldy." Despite an otherwise strong season, he batted
just .091 in the NLDS.
ANSWER: Paul (Edward) Goldschmidt
[10] Paul Goldschmidt is a five-time all star with this NL West team that plays at Chase Field in
Phoenix.
ANSWER: Arizona Diamondbacks (accept either or D-Backs)
[10] The Diamondbacks' 2017 playoff run was bolstered by their acquisition of this outfielder.
This player's remarkable 29 homers in just 62 games with the D-Backs led to jokes that part of
his name stood for "Just Dingers."
ANSWER: J. D. Martinez (or Julio Daniel Martinez) <Nelson>
20. In one song, this person is told to "get the stretch!"; in a later song, he is ordered to "serve
that scampi" at a "beach house in Miami." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this man, ostensibly a servant who caters to his employer's whims in songs like
"That's What I Like."
ANSWER: Julio [HOO-lee-oh]
[10] Julio's apparent employer is this snappily-attired Hawaiian singer of "Treasure" and "When
I Was Your Man." This singer suggested in a 2015 tweet that Julio may be dead.
ANSWER: Bruno Mars (or Peter (Gene) Hernandez)
[10] "Treasure" and "When I Was Your Man" appear on this 2012 Bruno Mars album with a
sort-of rhyming title. It also spawned the single "Locked Out of Heaven."
ANSWER: Unorthodox Jukebox <Vopava>

